The Fern task chair feels alive and in tune with your every movement. Grounded in extensive science-based ergonomic research, Fern’s unique and innovative design focuses on the person and the holistic experience of sitting. The result is a groundbreaking sitting experience that is distinctively responsive to each individual. Fern works with you, not against you so you can sit better, work better and feel better in today’s changing workspace.
Fern’s Wave Suspension™ system is the heart of the chair and the key to its back comfort and flexibility. From all appearances, the back looks simple, but inside is a high level of science, engineering, and innovation.

**Stem™**
Inspired by the masterful design of a Fern, the Stem is a centered spine that supports a series of Fronds that extend like leaves.

**Fronds™**
Each Frond is calibrated to support a different area of the back, from the thoracic (upper back) to the lumbar to the pelvic areas. Back support is as constant as a person’s movement.

**Cradle™**
The Cradle overlays the Fronds and Stem, working in concert with them for effortless support. The Cradle is supported by the Stem-and-Fronds structure, not a hard outer frame. As a result, Fern’s Infinity Edge™ is soft and pliable for an edgeless comfort experience. Nothing interferes with movement to create discomfort and distraction.
Fern offers a full complement of ergonomic adjustments that are easy to find, reach, and use. The ability to fine-tune for comfort and fit is especially important for longer-term, focused work.

**Standard Features**
- 5” pneumatic seat-height adjustment (16.5”-21.5”)
- Adjustable tilt-tension
- 11 mesh colors, 3 trim colors
- Plastic base (black or fog)
- Synchronized tilt mechanism
- Armless
- 12 year 24/7 use warranty

**Optional Features**
- Fixed, height-adjustable or 4D arms (arm height 6.7”-11.5”)
- 4” Height-adjustable lumbar
- Aluminum base (painted or polished)
- 3” Seat-depth adjustment
- Multiple position back stop
- Forward tilt
- Low position base (14.4” x 17.5”)

---

**Task Chair**
- Overall Height: 41.5”-47” (1054mm-1194mm)
- Overall Depth: 28.5” (724mm)
- Overall Width: 29” (737mm)
- Seat Height: 16.5”-21.5” (419mm-546mm)
- Seat Width: 19.9” (505mm)
- Arm Height: 6.7”-11.5” (170mm-292mm)
- Seat Depth: 15.5”-18.5” (394mm-470mm)

**Task Stool**
- Overall Height: 46.75”-54.75” (1187mm-1391mm)
- Overall Depth: 28.5” (724mm)
- Overall Width: 29” (737mm)
- Seat Height: 21.75”-29.25” (552mm-743mm)
- Seat Width: 19.9” (505mm)
- Arm Height: 6.7”-11.5” (170mm-292mm)
- Seat Depth: 15.5”-18.5” (394mm-470mm)
**Mesh Colors**

- Loam
- Mulch
- River Rock
- Mushroom
- Silver Leaf
- Beach
- Moon Flower
- Cornflower
- Sedum
- Peat Moss
- Sunflower

**Plastic Trim Colors**

- Black
- Fog
- Snow*

**Aluminum Colors**

- Pitch Black
- Metallic Champagne
- Metallic Silver
- Polished Aluminum

*Snow trim will have fog arm caps and adjustment levers